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	DATE: Spring 2021
	Headline 01: Budget 2021
	Text Box 01: 
The UK's economic recovery is set to be “swifter and more sustained” than previously expected, according to Chancellor of the Exchequer Rishi Sunak in his March 2021 Budget.   Nevertheless, the coronavirus pandemic appears likely to cast a long shadow over the UK's finances for some time to come.  The Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR) expects the UK economy to grow by 4% this year and to have recovered to pre-pandemic levels by the middle of 2022. Furthermore, the OBR expects the economy to be 3% smaller in five years' time than it would have been without the impact of Covid-19.  
 
Borrowing is expected to hit a peacetime record of £355 billion in 2020-21, falling to £234 billion in 2021-22, and reaching £74 billion by 2025-26. Borrowing as a percentage of GDP is predicted to reach 10.3% this year, falling to 4.5% in 2022-23, and easing to 2.8% in 2025-26. Debt as a percentage of GDP is forecast to peak at 97.1% in 2023-24, falling to 96.8% in 2025-26. 

The furlough scheme was extended until September: the Government will pay 80% of employees' wages, with employers contributing 10% in July and 20% in August and September. Financial support for the self-employed was extended. 

The current holiday on stamp duty – covering homes costing up to £500,000 – was prolonged until the end of June and the Government will provide guarantees on mortgages for homebuyers who can only afford a 5% deposit. The business rate holiday was extended to the end of June, after which businesses will pay two thirds – to a maximum of £2 million –with a lower cap for businesses that have managed to remain open. The rate of corporation tax will increase from 19% to 25% from April 2023. Companies with profits of £50,000 or below will pay a Small Profits Rate of 19%, which means that around 70% of companies will be unaffected by the increase.  

Although income tax rates remained unchanged, the personal allowance was frozen at £12,750 from April 2022 to April 2026, while the higher-rate threshold was frozen at £50,270. The thresholds for inheritance tax, capital gains tax, and the lifetime allowance for pensions were also left unchanged.

	Headline 02: Keep in touch
	Text Box 02: Whilst the office is still closed please be assured that the phone lines will be answered and wherever we might be, we can take your call.  
Our numbers are as follows:
Office 01507 527383
Claire 07511 156440
Malcolm 07511 156402

We are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
	Headline 03: Onwards & Upwards
	Text Box 03: Throughout the last 12 months we have been focused on the future, and none of us moreso than Cole Mills.

Despite the pandemic, he has now completed his professional qualifications, having to do his final exam remotely (Not a simple task as you can imagine).

By the summer he will be a fully qualified Financial Adviser. I am sure many of you will be meeting him when the office re-opens.

Well done Cole.
	Headline 04: Concerns over inflation
	Text Box 04: 
Although most major equity indices ended February in positive territory, the month finished on a question-mark. 

A sharp sell-off across bond markets pushed up bond yields and drove down demand for growth stocks as investors assessed the probability of rising inflationary pressures that could lead to higher interest rates and the withdrawal of support from governments and central banks.  

Bank of England (BoE) chief economist Andy Haldane warned:" People are right to caution about the risks of central banks acting too conservatively by tightening policy prematurely. But, for me, the greater risk at present is of central bank complacency”. 

Elsewhere, as the UK's vaccination programme continued to expand and infection rates eased, UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson set out the "roadmap"for the reopening of the economy in England.

Investors’ concerns were alleviated to some degree by reassurance from Federal Reserve (Fed) Chair Jerome Powell, who maintained that the US economic recovery remained “far from complete” and would need central bank support for“some time". Meanwhile, President Joe Biden's US$1.9 trillion "American Rescue Plan”was approved by the House of Representatives, and former President Donald Trump was acquitted in his second impeachment trial. 

Sentiment in Europe was dampened during February by a slower-than-hoped rollout of the Covid-19 vaccine. Despite this, economic confidence in the eurozone improved slightly over the month, underpinned by signs of optimism in the industry and services sectors, and amongst consumers. The eurozone's economy shrank by 0.6% during the fourth quarter of 2020 and contracted by 6.8% over the year as a whole. 

Having grown by 5.3% during the third quarter of 2020, Japan's economy expanded at an annualised rate of 3% during the final three months of the year, boosted by stronger consumption and export activity. Over 2020, the country's economy shrank by 4.8%, posting its first calendar contraction since 2009. During February, the Nikkei 225 Index rose by 4.7% and closed above 30,000 points for the first time in more than 30 years.

	Headline 05: LIGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL
	Text Box 05: As we come out of lockdown we all need something to focus on and boost our spirits.  Here are some of the things we are looking forward to in the coming months:

Having a coffee with loved ones and friends

Going to a restaurant for a special occasion or a Sunday lunch

Having a break from being at home - a change is as good as a rest

Going to the local garden centre for a couple of hours and getting a slice of cake while there

Browsing the rails and trying on clothes - you don't need to spend a lot to benefit from retail therapy

Seeing clients -  we all look forward to seeing you as soon as we can
	Headline 06: Dividends fall to eight-year low
	Text Box 06: Eight years of growth was wiped off UK dividends during 2020, according to Link Group's Dividend Monitor. Dividend payments fell by at a headline rate of 44% year on year as companies sought to shore up their finances in response to the coronavirus pandemic. UK firms paid out £61.9 billion in dividends over the year, representing their lowest annual total since 2011 and two-thirds of companies cancelled or cut their dividends between the second and fourth quarters.  

UK dividends fell more steeply than many other countries during 2020 because of their heavy exposure to companies in the financial and oil sector, which accounted for two-fifths and one-fifth respectively of total cuts. Nevertheless, the fourth quarter of 2020 proved better than expected for payments as some companies, including supermarket chain Sainsbury's and plumbing and heating product distributor Ferguson, restored suspended payments.

Link commented: “There are reasons for optimism, but the resurgent pandemic has pushed back the reopening of the economy even further, especially in the UK”.  Link's best-case scenario for 2021 would see payouts of £66 billion, representing underlying growth of 8.1%. Its worst-case scenario suggests a 0.6% drop to £60.7 billion. Looking further ahead, Link does not expect UK dividends to return to their previous highs until 2025 at the earliest.  

Having cancelled dividend payouts in July last year in response to the Covid-19 pandemic, housebuilder and FTSE 100 Index constituent Barratt Developments confirmed that it would reinstate its payout in February following a better-than-expected first-half performance.  

Investor sentiment was affected by renewed lockdown measures introduced in response to the continued spread of the Covid-19 virus, including plans for incoming travellers to enter quarantine on arrival for ten days in Government-provided accommodation. 

The yield on the FTSE 100 Index eased from 3.70% to 3.69% over the month, while the FTSE 250 Index's yield fell from 2.32% to 2.30%. In comparison, the yield on the benchmark UK gilt rose from 0.20% to 0.33% over January.  Over January as a whole, the best-performing FTSE industry sectors included industrial transport, food & drug retailing, and industrial metals & chemicals. At the other end of the performance spectrum, the worst performers included oil & gas producers, aerospace & defence, and life insurance.

	Headline 07: Last Investec Plan 
	Text Box 07: For a number of years Investec Structured Products have offered attractive returns for investors not wanting to risk their capital but wanting a more attractive return than a cash deposit.With continued pressure on interest rates, Investec have decided that the current tranche of their Deposit Plan will be their last.  Of course we are not suggesting a 'buy while stocks last' strategy as other companies do offer deposit based plans.  However, if you have cash deposits or a Cash ISA earning little or no interest and you are happy to tie up your capital for 3 years then please do speak to us soon.If you are not familiar with the plan then it works as follows:The Initial Index Level is recorded at the start of the Plan. The Initial Index Level is the closing level of the FTSE 100 on the StartDate, 12th April 2021.On the Final Maturity Date, the Final Index Level is recorded. This is the average of the closing levels of the FTSE 100 on eachBusiness Day between 12th January 2024 and 12th April 2024, both days inclusive.The use of Averaging to calculate the Final Index Level can reduce the adverse effects of a falling market or sudden marketfalls before maturity. Equally, it can reduce the benefits of an increasing market or sudden market rises before maturity.If the Final Index Level is higher than 100% of the Initial Index Level, you will receive back your initial investment plus4.5%.If the Final Index Level is equal to or lower than 100% of the Initial Index Level, you will receive back your initialinvestment with no return.As always this is not a recommendation to invest and does not constitute investment advice.


